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POLICE INTERCEPTORS

15 x 60’

15 x 60’

15 x 60’

15 x 60’

202 x 60’ 

15 x 60’

Join Britain’s elite police officers on the front line of the 
fight against crime

Each programme follows the hand-picked, highly trained officers tasked with tackling crime in 
all its forms. From car chases to drug busts, combating crime has never looked so exciting.  

Racing in performance patrol cars with the best drivers on the road, or hot on the trail with 
the dog unit, this is a high-octane documentary series in the thick of the war on crime.    

Doors are smashed in dawn raids on drug dealers, shots are fired in a suburban siege, and bad 
guys are chased at more than 100 miles-per-hour.  The battle may have never been fiercer but 
the Interceptors are up to the job.   

Police Interceptors remains in production, and brand-new series have been commissioned for 
delivery in 2023 and 2024.  

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





Full-throttle documentary series featuring the UK’s most 
breathtaking police chases

PURSUIT & CAPTURE

Full-throttle documentary series featuring the UK’s most breathtaking police chases 

When liberty is on the line, criminals in cars will risk everything to get away. The police will stop 
at nothing to capture them.

Unprecedented access to elite crime-fighting units puts you at the heart of the action as 
the Roads Policing Teams, dog units and helicopter crews join forces to pursue and capture 
criminals on the run.   

Combining action filmed by our embedded crews, plus the extraordinary action captured 
on police dashcams and body-worn cameras, each pursuit is brought to life with first-hand 
accounts from the officers involved alongside in-depth analysis from a team of leading criminal 
experts. 

High speeds, big risks, and bold arrests. Pursuit and Capture is fighting crime in the fast lane. 
Criminals can run. Criminals can hide. But they can never escape.   

10 x 60’

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





POLICE INTERCEPTORS
TAKEDOWN / UNLEASHED

10 x 30’

10 x 60’

Infamous hard-man Vinnie Jones is in the front seat with 
Britain’s elite coppers as they chase down lawbreakers and 

career criminals

Vinnie gets up close-up and personal with two police forces battling crime on Britain’s streets.  

They wage war against criminals using high-performance patrol cars, choppers, and dogs, as well 
as their advanced training in high-speed pursuits and firearms.  

Embedded with these elite cops, Vinnie has unparalleled access to a world where lawlessness 
and the fight to make Britain’s streets safer is a part of everyday life.  

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





ULTIMATE
POLICE INTERCEPTORS
The best stories from the high-adrenaline pursuit specialists 

as they crack down on crime

A compilation series featuring the most pulse-raising police pursuits, arrests, and raids, we 
follow the country’s toughest coppers in some of the UK’s highest crime areas. 

Backed with all the specialist gear, from police choppers to high-powered motors, we take a 
front seat as these expert interceptors battle the bad guys and fight crime on the front line. 
We revisit the most dramatic and shocking incidents our boys and girls in blue bravely tackle in 
the line of duty.    

This series showcases the bravery of police officers on the front line, featuring high-speed 
pursuits, raids, firearms deployments, dog units and everything else you’d expect to see from 
Police Interceptors – just harder, faster, and more furious – because this is Ultimate Police 
Interceptors. 

10 x 45’

15 x 45’

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





STONEHENGE:
THE LOST CIRCLE REVEALED

In a world exclusive, a team of British archaeologists 
conclude a decade-long historical quest using cutting-edge 
research that reveals Stonehenge was first built in Wales 

Using cutting-edge technology, we pinpoint the original home of Stonehenge and solve one of 
the toughest challenges that archaeologists face: finding the location of a lost monument, long 
dismantled and hidden from history.  

A decade in the making, this film combines stunning footage with forensic CGI storytelling to 
forever change our understanding of this mysterious relic of ancient history. 

These revelations will rewrite the history of Stonehenge forever – this is the story of 
Stonehenge’s lost circle.   

1 x 60’

Original broadcaster : BBC Two





THE WORLD’S MOST 
AMAZING TRACTORS

An off-road extravaganza exploring extraordinary vehicles, 
fascinating challenges, and glorious heritage  

In this brand-new series, we get to grips with the biggest, fastest, and most powerful tractors on 
the planet.  From epic vintage restorations to cutting-edge machines: we travel from the beauty 
of Britain to the heat of Florida and the snows of Alaska to see everything that a tractor can 
do.     

We meet the men and women who build, modify, and even race these mechanical marvels: the 
beauty queen who competes in the most powerful motorsport on earth - tractor pulling - and 
the enthusiast who bought his own foundry to rebuild a 120-year-old steam tractor.     

3 x 60’

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





1 x 30’

INSIDE BRITAIN’S 
KIDNAP GANGS

Investigating the alarming rise in kidnapping across the UK  

In the past, kidnapping used to be a gang-on-gang phenomenon, but now one-in-five 
kidnappings involve innocent members of the public.  

In this gripping 30-minute documentary, Livvy Haydock meets three kidnap victims from 
around the UK, who describe their ordeals at the hands of their captors.  

For a true insight into this growing and terrifying crime, Livvy tracks down and interviews some 
of the gang members who orchestrate and plot these vicious attacks, which often include the 
torture of their victims.  

Livvy also speaks to David Jones, the Head of the Kidnap Unit at the National Crime Agency 
for an exclusive insight into tackling this crime. 

Original broadcaster : BBC  Three





THE MURDER OF 
SADIE HARTLEY

From the first call to the crime scene, through to the final 
conviction: the gripping story of how detectives solved a 

truly vicious and disturbing murder 

In August 2016, Sarah Williams and Katrina Walsh murdered Sadie Hartley.   

With extraordinary access, Raw Cut was there as Lancashire Police investigated the violent 
murder of Sadie at her home, unpicking a crime described as ‘demonic savagery’.   

In this award-winning documentary, cameras follow lead detective Paul Withers and his team 
as the case unfolds. They piece together evidence and uncover a tangled web of relationships 
involving the killer, Sarah Williams. They unravel her lies and discover her accomplice, Katrina 
Walsh, who claims to have no memory of the crime. Yet evidence shows the pair hatched an 
18-month-long plan to kill Sadie involving scouting her house, visiting Germany to buy a key 
weapon, and even buying a second-hand car - all in a bid to evade detection and pull off the 
perfect murder.   

1 x 90’

60’ version also available

Original broadcaster : ITV





UNDERCOVER COPPERS: 
DRUGS BUST

A compelling look into the clandestine world of undercover 
cops and how they have executed some of Europe’s biggest 

drugs busts

In Britain, the fight against organised crime has gone undercover.   

As the country’s biggest criminal gangs work to cover their tracks, British police are using 
covert surveillance operations to take them down.  

This documentary combines real surveillance footage, interviews with police and dramatic 
reconstruction to investigate some of the country’s largest illegal drug busts.  

In North Wales, police are on the trail of a local mafia boss suspected of flooding the region 
with cocaine and cannabis. In London, the National Crime Agency secretly follow corrupt 
baggage handlers who are smuggling drugs from Brazil through Heathrow airport.  And in 
Cumbria, police watch three ex-prisoners as they plot to import vast amounts of class-A drugs 
from Europe.  

1 x 60’

Original broadcaster : Channel 5





FRONTLINE FIGHTBACK
Smart technology & specialist tactics: transforming policing 

in the 21st century

In a very different look at law-enforcement, we show how the police and local authorities are 
using artificial intelligence and digital technology to prevent crime and bring offenders to justice.   

The series features an array of equipment, including cameras that can spot crimes almost 
before they happen, software that can quickly identify repeat offenders, sophisticated satellite 
tracking and hi-tech drones fitted with heat-seeking technology.   

While police forces across the UK embrace this technology, we also look at how tech 
companies and universities work on developing crime-fighting technologies that, it’s hoped, will 
continue to transform policing in the 21st century.   

10 x 45’

10 x 45’

Original broadcaster : BBC One





THE DETECTIVES: 
INSIDE THE MAJOR CRIMES TEAM

Observational documentary series following police officers 
involved in the rapid world of the Immediate Response Unit  

This three-part series follows how detectives tackle serious crimes such as armed robbery, 
rape, and murder – from the first call to the crime scene, to the prosecution and the 
investigation in between. Cameras follow detectives closely as they gather intelligence, build 
evidence, and interview witnesses in an attempt to identify, track down and prosecute the 
perpetrators of major crimes.  

From the team who made the award-winning film The Murder of Sadie Hartley, this is 
unprecedented access to Lancashire Police’s major investigation team.  

3 x 60’

Original broadcaster : ITV





ROAD WARS
The original show-it-as-it-is action-packed series on 
British cops.  

Road Wars features high-speed pursuits, house raids and street arrests as the coppers get up-
close and personal with the criminals they’re hunting down. Between the high adrenaline action 
are a selection of the most exciting dash cam stories from around the world with crashes, 
takedowns and police chases on an extreme level. 

A sensation when it was first transmitted, the eight series are voiced with an irreverent and 
humorous script that helped the show to become one of the most popular programmes on 
Sky’s UK platforms, where it still attracts high audiences. 

16 x 60’

20 x 60’

20 x 60’

19 x 60’

12 x 60’ 

16 x 60’

Original broadcaster : Sky





NEIGHBOURHOOD 
BLUES

Intelligence work, stings, and kicking down doors to tackle 
the thugs and criminals plaguing our communities 

A new generation of Community Police Officers is on the front line, developing stronger bonds 
with their communities and cracking down on the crimes taking place on their doorsteps. 

Neighbourhood Blues follows special Neighbourhood Policing teams in Kent and Humberside 
that combat anti-social behaviour. By using community surgeries and ‘beat meetings’, they listen 
to the complaints of local people about crime affecting their day-to-day lives. 

Instead of simply upping the police presence and pounding the beat in a problem area, the 
teams sit down and agree on a plan to solve the crime at the root cause of the problem.  

Each episode of Neighbourhood Blues follows the work of the neighbourhood police teams 
and gets up close with the characters in the unit and the neighbourhood crimes that they are 
trying to solve. 

40 x 60’

40 x 60’

Original broadcaster : BBC One
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